Media Summary 12-18 September 2015

Coverage
BBC Online Science & Environment - How safe can artificial intelligence be?
BBC Online - Bristol law centre gets 95% of 'fit-to-work' decisions overturned
Robohub – Robots now have their own living space at Bristol Robotics Lab
Coventry Observer – Co-ordinator for city of culture appointed
Business Leader – Businesses back bid to boost electric vehicle use across West of England
Recruiter – G2V recruitment sponsors university rugby team
Guardian – Students demonstrate support for the plight of refugees
North Devon Journal – New £4m regional growth fund
MBA Universe - NMIMS Hyderabad: New Director Prof Prithvi Yadav takes charge; AMBA
accreditation his first priority
Curo Blog – What do daleks have to do with care and support
The Guardian – Sex on campus how a consent quiz can tackle lad culture
Broadcast
BBC Radio 4 You and Yours interviewed Laura Fogg-Rogers about the Choral Singing Therapy for
stroke survivors. Laura also gave an interview to BCFM for broadcast next week. Ian Holmes
and Catherine Warner also gave an interview to BBC Radio Bristol which was broadcast on the
Phil Hammond Saturday Show.
Michael Rundle from BBC Radio 5 Live recorded a programme at the Bristol Robotics Laboratory
which was broadcast on Thursday, he interviewed Angelika Peer about the Assisted Living
Project and Professor Chris Melhuish about robotics and the work in the BRL in general. Part of
bbc digital initiative getting young people interested in digital.
Dr Tom Appleby (FET) was interviewed by BBC Radio 4 – Costing the Earth discussing the recent
announcement by David Milliband to create 200 mile marine protection zone in the Indian Ocean.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006r4wn/episodes/player
BBC Radio 4 You and Yours, BBC Points West, BBC Radio 5 Live, BBC Radio’s Bristol and
Somerset all reported on the student from Bristol Law students who managed to win £1m in
welfare benefits for people wrongly declared fit for work by the Department of Work and
Pensions.
Made in Bristol TV came to Freshers Fair on Frenchay campus to interview students and film the
event.

